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Homecoming is where the ‘Heart’ is
Photo contributed by Tracy Deer-Mirek
Sacred Heart students enjoy homecoming festivities with Big Red before Saturday’s football game.
Lindsay Caiati 
Chief Copy Editor
Festivities, football, and fun... oh my!
Past and present students came together to celebrate 
Homecoming 2010, entitled “Rock the Red.” Saturday 
started off bright and early with an Alumni awards break­
fast in the University Commons, which was followed by 
an Alumni tailgate. According to alumni relations coordi­
nator Emily Rohman, the tailgate was a huge success.
“Things were great, everyone was grilling, the band 
was playing, and we couldn’t have had better weather,” 
said Rohman. “I think we had about 1000 people here, we 
had a great turnout.”
The tailgate wasn’t the only thing for students and 
alum to occupy their time with. There were multiple events 
that took place over the weekend.
“We started off with the alumni breakfast that morn­
ing in the University Commons,” said Rohman.
The festivities followed with the Sacred Heart vs.
jjpiveisity^potball gam^.^^,^ 
p.th. and the alumni barbecue that preceded.
“The class of 2000 also had their tenth reunion on 
Saturday night, which brought a lot of people back,” said 
Rohman. The reunion was held at The Field located in 
Bridgeport from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
While the class of 2000 was busy celebrating their 
reunion, alumni like Greg and Lindsey Tonzola (‘04) had 
different reasons to celebrate this year’s homecoming.
“We met and fell in love here,” said Greg. “And now 
we’re married and have a little girl, Molly. She’s 5 months 
old,” he said. “We bought her first Sacred Heart t-shirt to­
day.”
While the newlyweds enjoyed company of old friends 
and peers, they reminisced about their days at Sacred 
Heart.
“I was the advertising manager of the Spectrum,” said 
Lindsey. “And when I was on the football team we were 
undefeated and won the national championship, “ said 
Greg. “I have my ring in my pocket.”
Others are simply grateful to be back.
“The SHU community is more than inviting [to]
alumni after graduating,” said Kaitlyn Franzese, class of 
2007. “Most of us would do anything to exchange our real 
world lives for just a taste of reliving our college days,” 
she said. “Returning to SHU is always exciting for former 
students. I think we just wish there were more weekends 
like alumni weekend.”
The key to Sacred Heart’s homecoming success is 
due to the fact that a small campus can become a second 
home.
“Sacred Heart is a family, just because you graduate 
from the school does not mean that you graduate from our 
family,” said Kristy Cioffi, the director of alumni relations.
“Homecoming is a special time of year for us to wel­
come back our alumni to thank them for being part of the 
history of our school and for being part of our extended
family,” said Cioffi. “Sacred Heart is a second home that 
they are always welcome back to.”
Sarah Morril (‘00) agreed.
“It’s nice to see all the changes, and homecoming is a great 
time for alumni and current students to get together,” she 
said. “It’s nice to show current students that there is life 
after SHU.”
Emily Blakslee, who also graduated in 20(X), said that 
she was most excited to see the changes made to the cam­
pus.
“It’s amazing seeing the progress that has been made 
over the 10 years that we’ve been gone,” she said. “Even 
though there are all these changes and things are different, 
when you walk through the halls it still feels like home.”
BREAKFAST WITH PRESIDENT CERNERA
University President to deliver keynote address at Columbus Day fundraiser
Erin Murtagh 
Assistant News Editor
While some students might still be asleep at 7:30 a.m. on Oct. 8, or rolling out of bed 
for their 8 a.m. classes, the president of Sacred Heart University will be eating breakfast 
with Archbishop of Hartford Henry J. Mansell and other members of the Foundation for 
the Advancement of Catholic Schools (FACS).
Dr. Anthony J. Cemera was invited to deliver the keynote address at the Archbish­
op’s annual Columbus Day breakfast, an event designed to raise funds for the efforts of 
the FACS.
“Dr. Cemera is a scholar who has been a good leader of the university, and it is clear 
that his heart goes to helping students with education,” said executive director of the 
FACS, Cynthia Basil Howard, in regards to the motives for speaker selection.
This decision was not based solely on second hand experience. President of the 
Board of Tmstees for the foundation, Maureen Kerrigan, had two daughters graduate 
from Sacred Heart. One in 2006, and the other in May of 2010, Kerrigan has personally
seen Cemera speak at university functions.
“I have always respected him,” said Kerrigan. “He prioritizes family, education, and 
the whole catholic philosophy.”
Formed 28 years ago, the FACS is a non-profit organization that works to support 
primary and secondary catholic elementary schools within the greater New Haven area.
“Our mission is to help give students the best education they can get,” said Howard.
As reported on the FACS website, almost $500,000 was raised and distributed to stu­
dents this year alone. These funds are generated through fundraising events, and through 
donations and private contributions.
Other events that take place throughout the year include the Archbishops’ St. Pat­
rick’s Day breakfast, which is approaching its 11th year.
According to Howard, the Columbus Day breakfast, now in its fourth year, continues 
to grow in success, with a higher degree of funds being generated each year.
Tables could be purchased for set donations, and ranged from $600 to $5,000. Indi­
vidual tickets were available for $60 to $75 dollars. Local involvement was also encour­
aged, allowing vendors to purchase advertisement space in the program booklet.
See PRESHJENT on page 3 •••
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Banned books spark controversy
Elizabeth Fish 
News Editor
Could you imagine never having read books like “Catcher 
in the Rye” or “The Adventures of Huckleberry Firm?” Many 
high school and college students might know these titles as 
staples to their school’s curriculum. Yet you might be surprised 
to find out that these books were once banned in the U.S.
Even Sacred Heart University is affected by this issue in its 
own way.
“In my MS 101 classes, we are currently studying the nov­
el ‘Fahrenheit 451’ by Ray Bradbury, and we are talking about 
many of the issues raised over the issue of book baiming,” said 
Sidney Gottlieb, professor of communication and media stud­
ies. “Bradbury’s book presents many arguments against cen­
sorship - and not surprisingly, his book has been censored and 
batmed.”
Currently, several books in schools and libraries are sub­
ject to being banned in order to provide censorship to children, 
teens and adults.
“There is still book baiming, but it operates in a number 
of different forms. There is pressure on libraries and schools 
about what books to buy, and pressure on publishers about 
what kind of books to publish,” said Gottlieb.
An online Huffington Post article by Roberta Stevens stat­
ed that since 1990, the American Library Association’s (ALA) 
Office for Intellectual Freedom has recorded more than 11,000 
book challenges, including 460 in 2009.
In order to get a book banned from a school or library, 
there must be a written, formal complaint requesting that the 
book be removed from library shelves or barred from being 
used in a school’s curriculum, according to the Huffington Post 
article.
“I think we should raise several questions to the censors, 
including: What are you trying to hide and why?” said Got­
tlieb.
Books in the United States have been banned for a number 
of reasons, including books’ alleged use of violence, sexuality, 
or offensive language.
Some students agree with this type of censorship, while 
others do not like these bans at all.
“I think that book banning infringes on our rights as Amer­
icans. If someone doesn’t agree with a book’s topic, they just
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Books that have been banned are now often incorporated 
in school curriculums.
shouldn’t read it. It’s as simple as that,” said senior Ashley Ro- 
emer.
Book banning also affects the much younger generations.
Gottlieb said, “Children are often kept from information 
by censorship, presumably because they are considered to be 
vulnerable, in need of protection, and not able to exercise judg­
ment about what they should read or see or hear.”
Even though there may be a complaint to get a particular 
book banned from a school or library, many of the complaints 
are unsuccessful. Librarians, teachers, parents, and students are 
sometimes committed to putting a halt to these bans.
Some of these bans have been placed years ago but have 
since been lifted. Some other books that have been the source 
of controversy throughout the years include “Lord of the Flies” 
by William Golding, “To Kill a Mockingbird” by Harper Lee, 
and “Little Women” by Louisa May Alcott, according to the 
Online College Degrees website.
“Information is power, and control over information is an 
attempt to limit oiu power in certain ways,” said Gottlieb.
A healthy relationship with food
Body image is often an important issue among young adults
Jacqueline Duda 
Staff Reporter
At multiple points of the day, any individual can walk into 
the William H. Pitt Center at Sacred Heart University and see 
handfuls of students. Whether they are running on treadmills 
and elliptieals, lifting weights or taking elasses in the aerobic 
room, they are participating in activities to stay healthy and 
keep their bodies in shape. But is that what students are looking 
for in a workout, or does body image play a larger role in this?
“College is a time for many adjustments allowing students 
to become independent in making many decisions, including 
what they eat,” said Kathleen Healy, nutritionist for the univer­
sity counseling center.
According to The Massachusetts Eating Disorders Asso­
ciation, 91 percent of female college students have attempted 
to control their weight through dieting.
“I think that college definitely has an impact on students’ 
body image, espeeially as a freshmen,” said sophomore Cath­
erine Glass. “The freshmen fifteen is common to many people. 
Knowing this, students might feel more pressure to look a cer­
tain way.”
Some students may participate in diet and exercise upon 
entering college in order to look a certain way, but this can also 
continue from high school.
“In many cases, the stage is set before students arrive at 
college,” said Healy. “A history of dieting, and feeling inad­
equate can perpetuate into college. Students today have been 
bombarded with messages about appearance and eating for 
years before they arrive here.”
In college there is constant interaction with peers whether 
it is sitting in class, eating meals, or participating in the same 
nightlife activities. This leaves room for students to compare 
and contrast themselves to others.
“I think it impacts girls more then it does guys,” said ju­
nior Rebecca Baroody. “Especially if you used to be on a sports 
team in high school and then you come to college not partici­
pating in a sport. Your eating habits are different and girls over­
analyze their bodies when they are at school more then they do 
at home and not in a positive way.”
Body image affects several students at Sacred Heart.
“Body image is so important to students because it is 
something personal that they themselves must deal with,” said 
Glass.
The pressure to look a certain way is not only felt by fe­
male students.
“I think college really does impact a students’ body image. 
Physically, it displays how hard it is to make a commitment 
to yourself to stay in shape,” said sophomore Nicolas Soubry. 
“People have to adapt to stay the way they want to look be­
cause family isn’t around to always be nice you. In college 
you’re constantly being watch.”
Both genders feel the pressure to look a certain way and 
control their bodies.
“Women in general may lean toward weight and body im­
age issues but both genders are impacted,” said Healy. “Men 
are now exposed to more pressure to have defined muscles. 
Sports that emphasize weight or specific size can also be a 
primer for the development of a poor relationship with food.”
Sacred Heart offers meetings with the body image task 
force. According to Jocelyn Novella, assistant director of per­
sonal counseling, the group is made up of students and staff 
at Sacred Heart. The members volunteer in order to address 
the issue of body image at the university. The group organizes 
different activities and events that are directed toward body im­
age.
“In the past, we have done things like eating disor­
der screening, discussions after lectures on body image, and 




prove to be useful study tools
Thomas O’Hanlon 
Staff Reporter
Have you ever met a friend at the Ma­
hogany Room for a late night study session or 
headed to the Ryan-Matura Library to write a 
paper? Many students have to hit the books 
hard during their time in school, but with 
some revolutionary technology, studying may 
have taken a turn for the better.
Now, well into the depths of the “smart 
phone” era, with an “app” (short for “applica­
tion”) for almost anything, studying, too, has 
hit the digital age.
The longtime “study buddy” technique 
of exam and homework help may be replaced 
with some new online study aides. The Inter­
net has opened the floodgates for information 
on everything, including various student help 
sites.
Smart phones, such as the iPhone, Black- 
Berry, and Android, have numerous programs 
that can help students with everything from 
homework reminders to digital flash cards 
that will quiz and grade the user.
However, these apps and Internet pro­
grams designed for students don’t always 
come for free. While some cost nothing, 
some cost up to $24 per month.
Aside from these applications, there are 
also websites to act as an academic aide to­
wards students.
Websites such as Studyblue.com, a free 
interactive site for students, provides users 
the ability to write notes, store flash cards, 
and other studying techniques. Another abil­
ity the program has is being able to recall 
concepts students were unable to grasp. The 
application then reinforees these concepts 
during study sessions.
“I know it may sound funny to use an 
online-study buddy,” said junior Andrew 
Soltish. “Last year I used a website that had 
tons of practice quizzes available for free, and 
they really helped me with some tough topics 
in Anatomy.”
Some of these sites aren’t as simple as 
taking free quizzes. Backpack.com is an in- 
depth, online study tool that has a monthly 
payment plan, the lowest going for $24 per 
month. This site makes group projects and 
networking available to students as well as 
businessmen and women. According to PC 
Magazine, the “Backpack” site allows users 
a variety of tools and options for classroom 
work and collaboration.
But what do students at Sacred Heart 
think about using smart phone applications 
for study purposes?
“Of course,” said junior Emmett Man­
ning. “I downloaded them all this year. They 
cost a few bucks extra, but the extra help they 
provide helps big time in the long run.”
The BlackBerry, Droid, and iPhone all 
currently have student-friendly apps avail­
able. Dictionaries, thesauruses, and any web­
site that is aecessible from a regular internet 
browser are considered essential to many col­
lege students.
With the growing attachment of the mo­
bile phones to the hand of the college-age stu­
dent, perhaps incorporating schoolwork isn’t 
such a bad idea.
“I use my BlackBerry all the time,” said 
junior Julia Fuller. “Only recently did I start 
using it for school, but it really helps. I still 
prefer spending study time in my second 
home, the library, but studying on the go is so 
easy now.”
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President Cemera ‘honored’ to speak at Archdiocese sponsored event
...CONTINUED from page 1.
“We have wonderful support from community mem­
bers and local businesses,” said Howard. “We are very 
pleased they have committed to join us.”
The FACS does not provide full tuition coverage for 
students, but it works in conjunction with the diocese to 
provide for, and support students in need.
“We believe that a quality Catholic school educa­
tion must be accessible to all students,” said the Office 
of Catholic Schools of the Archdiocese of Hartford in a 
mission statement on their website. “The lack of financial 
resources for tuition and other costs, and transportation 
limitations, should not be obstacles for families who seek 
a Catholic school education for their children.”
And their efforts were some­
thing that caught the attention of 
Cemera himself.
“I was delighted and honored 
to be asked,” said Cemera. “Fm 
happy to support them as they con­
tinue to foster an esteemed tradition 
of education, and work to do good 
within the Hartford Diocese.”
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President Cemera gesticulates while sitting in his office.
ONLINE IDENTITY THEFT POSES THREAT TO STUDENTS
Brittany Foy 
Contributing Writer
In today’s society dominated by technology, online 
identity theft has become a pressing issue. Hacking, phish­
ing attacks, malware, and keylogger vimses are among the 
most commons forms, said the Huffington Post.
“Technology has made it much easier for identity 
thieves to prey on unsuspecting victims. The technol­
ogy that we use on a daily basis is a breeding ground for 
identity thieves to socially engineer the victim’s personal 
information,” said computer science professor Domenick 
Pinto.
Although some information may be obvious not to 
reveal online, other information can be used for identity 
theft. For example, phishing schemes may be detectable 
because thieves often will present themselves as other le­
gitimate organizations.
“Through phishing schemes, thieves can present 
themselves as your bank and credit card and tell you that 
your account is being closed unless you provide your ac­
count number and social security number for verification. 
Once they have that information, they can empty your 
Tjahk accouiit'” said Df. Frdfices'^tS’bdzihsky, professor of 
computer science and information technology.
It is not only this degree of personal information that 
is constantly at risk on the Internet, but rather common 
things posted on social networking sites. Details like birth­
days, hometowns, and other seemingly harmless informa­
tion can become a highway to thieves and predators. The 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) provides guidelines for 
teens on the Internet.
“Don’t post information about yourself online that 
you don’t want the whole world to know. The Internet 
is the world’s biggest information exchange: many more 
people could see your information than you intend, includ­
ing your parents, your teachers, your employer, the police 
— and strangers, some of whom could be dangerous,” said 
the FTC website.
Purchasing items through websites is another danger­
ous way that people find themselves casualties of online 
identity theft. Common websites like eBay, Amazon.com, 
Craigslist, and Half.com do require personal information 
including a credit card number. However, these sites pro­
tect this data through protection policies and managing 
every sale.
“I use Amazon.com for everything and I have never 
had a problem with identity theft,” said junior Dan Miller. 
“Generally, I only use sites that I trust and are legitimate. 
I would not give out credit card information to a different 
website that I’ve never heard of”
:« i»Gr6dzinsky thinks identity theft is an ongoing prob­
lem with the Internet.
“Users of the Internet have to be savvy about secu­
rity. Networks should be protected and consumers should 
only give their credit card information over sites that are
secure,” said Godzinsky. “[A URL that starts with] ‘https’ 
is one way of verifying that your credit card information is 
going over a secure socket to destination.”
Another prevalent means of hacking via the Internet 
is through malware, or malicious software, and keylogger 
viruses, which track the keys on an infected computer, ac­
cording to WiseGeek.com. However, most students do not 
use these anti-viruses and firewalls.
“Working in The Factory, I find that not many stu­
dents use anti-spyware protection on their computers. 
They might be aware of the programs but most do not use 
them,” said sophomore Javier Vidal.
Grodzinsky has a few rules for students to follow to 
help ensure that they will not fall victim to online identity 
theft.
“Never give out sensitive or private information on 
line unless you are sure that it will be encrypted. Make 
sure that your security software is up to date. Be careful 
of what you reveal on social networking sites. Do not give 
out your social security number to anyone who asks for it. 
Make sure it is a legitimate request,” said Grodzinsky.
As long as technology continues to be the main ven­
ue from which people communicate and transmit infor­
mation, guidelines should be followed as to what exactly 
people reveal over the web.
“This is a tremendous complex problem. It will only 
increase as we rely more and more as we increase our daily 
technology usage,” said Pinto.
GRADUATE STUDIES OPEN HOUSE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7 • 3 - 7 PM
ADANTI STUDENT CENTER
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• Meet with graduate faculty from more than
40 areas of study, including many programs that 
may lead to Connecticut teacher certification
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Even Big Red gets the blues
Dealing with stress, anxiety, and the college experience with the help of SHU wellness and health center
Frank Morrone 
Staff Reporter
Every week, many Sacred Heart University students 
prepare for the start of another tour of lectures, exams, and 
important deadlines. Amidst those expectations, many fo­
cus their attention on personal relationships and concerns 
outside of the classroom. At times, a demanding workload 
along with extracurricular activities can become over­
whelming for some students.
Jonathon Spodick, staff counselor at Sacred Heart’s 
wellness center, discussed the difficulty many students 
across the nation experience when making the adjustment 
to an unfamiliar environment. This coincides with young 
men and women making the transition from adolescence 
to the increasing independence and responsibility of adult­
hood.
“Research has shown that about half of the people 
out there at some point in their lives can be clinically, 
or subclinically, qualified as depressed or anxious,” said 
Spodick. “The issue is especially prevalent among college 
freshmen.”
According to the website for the Anxiety Disorders 
Association of America, symptoms for anxiety include 
chronic worry, difficulty sleeping, and avoiding situations 
that might be potentially stressful. Symptoms for depres­
sion include frequent sensations of worthlessness, loss of
appetite, and a general sense of distress that makes the suf­
ferer feel as though the situation is not able to improve.
Academically, both illnesses may cause students to 
avoid coursework and cause students to feel unable to 
complete assignments.
“Thinking about jobs in the future, financial concerns, 
and finding the motivation to complete class work assign­
ments are all thoughts that sometimes cause me anxiety,” 
said sophomore Amanda Verrino.
Other students offer ways to alleviate stress brought 
on by schoolwork or the pressures of a collegiate lifestyle.
“Being able to network with classmates has definitely 
helped,” said junior Veronica McGorry. “Getting together 
with students is useful for understanding class work, and 
also fun for getting to know people.”
Professors are also a good source of support.
“Sometimes it’s just a matter of a student taking that 
chance and going to a professor’s office hours,” said Dr. 
Ruth Grant, assistant visiting professor of psychology at 
Sacred Heart.
According to Grant, students who get involved with 
campus clubs and organizations, socialize with other stu­
dents, and speak with faculty members, establish a sense 
of belonging at Sacred Heart.
Included in Grant’s introductory psychology class is 
the importance of identifying a career. This allows students 
to better understand themselves, and to gain a perspective
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A common treatment for depression and anxiety in­
cludes combining medications with talk therapy.
on the resulting relationships.
Other coping tools for depression and anxiety in­
clude vigorous exercise, something Spodick said could be 
equally, if not more effective than medication. He also said 
keeping a journal is a technique for self-reflection, as well 
as finding support from a community of friends or family.
In addition to those strategies, the professional ser­
vices of the Sacred Heart wellness center are available. 
Appointments can be made either by phone at 203-371- 
7955, or by visiting the office, located above the health 
center.
HOUSING MARKET CAUSES UPPERCLASSMEN TO WORRY
Melissa Carmelitano 
Staff Reporter
Imagine you’re a first time home buyer who finds the house of your dreams. You 
move in and make it your own, only to realize you can no longer afford your mortgage 
payment. You are then forced to sell your home for a fraction of its worth, in a final at­
tempt to avoid foreclosure.
This is what many first time buyers are experiencing. According to the Washing­
ton Post, more homeowners than ever are finding themselves in over their heads. It was 
reported on the Post website that since 2008, the number of short sales has more than 
tripled.
“A short sale is when the bank agrees to take less than what is owed on the property,” 
said Karen Cross, a real estate agent and vice president of sales at William Ravis Inter­
national. “They have become common place because of the state of the economy. When 
people aren’t working, they can’t make their mortgage payments.”
According to Cross, this method of sales has become increasingly popular for hom­
eowners that want to avoid foreclosure and the credit rating that comes with it.
A series of bad mortgages issued to homeowners who were not properly qualified, 
attributed to the already existent housing bubble in the United States. In 2005, housing 
prices peaked, and finally started to come down within the next two years. In 2007, the 
' housing bubble burst, causing an influx in short sales nnd eventual foreclosures. —• •»
“As time went by the percentage of money down reduced to zero percent and the 
salary requirements to get a mortgage were also significantly lowered,” said economics 
professor John Gerlach. ’’People who couldn’t really afford to make mortgage payments 
were buying houses.”
According to Gerlach, “This helped create the financial crisis which led people to 
lose their jobs and suddenly there was a huge supply of unsold homes and prices contin­
ued to fall.”
And with graduation on the horizon for Sacred Heart’s class of 2011, or those en­
rolled in graduate programs, some students are concerned for the future.
“The truth is not many areas are hiring teachers, so I’m going to have to go where 
the job is and live wherever I can afford,” said graduate student Karen Mahken. “I hope 
that place isn’t my parents basement.”
Cross, who earned both her bachelors and masters degrees as Sacred Heart, offered 
advice to those looking for their first home.
“Think about the monthly expenses and talk to a mortgage broker. They will search 
for the best rates for your needs.”
There are options for those who are hoping to buy in the near future. These include 
federal loan plans to assist with a low down payment, and even programs offered by the 
town of Fairfield to assist with either the closing costs or down payments.
It is also important to take location into consideration and realize that looks aren’t 
the most important thing when purchasing a first home.
“Look for a home in a great town that is affordable. Then look for a solid home, 
something that may need cosmetic updates but is sound structurally: [a] stable furnace, 
water heater, etc.,” said Cross.
While there are several things to keep in mind when house hunting. Cross said her 
most important piece of advice is this: “Save your money and hire a buyer’s agent that 
will work for you and find a home that fits your needs. They will be able to guide you 
through the process.”
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To sleep or not to sleep? That is the question
Students weigh in on whether sleeping full night or finishing work is more important
The Spectrum/Sean Elliott
Sophomore Kevin Trunz studies during the day to have more time to sleep at night.
Andrew Orlandi 
Staff Reporter
Waking up without a full night’s rest 
can be frustrating, especially if it is the 
morning of a busy day. The feeling of 
drowsiness is something that can affect 
college students on any campus, including 
Sacred Heart University.
With heavy work loads and stressful 
schedules, students are pressured to get 
their work done early in order to have a 
restful night with the suggested eight hours 
of sleep.
Junior Cri Heymann recognized the 
importance of a full night’s sleep, but ad­
mitted that it is not always a possible goal.
“I get around seven hours of sleep a 
night. I don’t think you necessarily need 
that many hours to function. It is probably 
better for you. I’ll only really get less than 
that if I have a lot of homework to do. I’ll 
stay up for as long as I have to in order to 
get it done,” said Heymann.
Freshman Gina Calvanese had similar 
thoughts with Heymann, in terms of the 
priority homework takes over sleeping.
“I only get five hours of sleep a night, 
granted I never feel rested when I wake up 
in the morning. My classes have a heavy 
workload so I tend to get to bed very late. I 
guess if I had less work then I would shoot 
for the recommended eight hours. It’s just 
healthier,” said Calvanese.
Some students such as junior Brittany 
Llobell have been sleeping for five hours a 
night, not due to homework, but because 
that is what she is comfortable with.
“I haven’t been sleeping at all actu­
ally. I shoot for eight but usually wind up 
getting around five. I don’t let homework 
dictate my sleep cycle because I believe 
that my health is more important than my 
schoolwork. I don’t think that you abso­
lutely need to get eight hours every day but 
if you get four, you will definitely feel it,” 
said Llobell.
Students like junior Chris Mahl do 
not let their school work affect their sleep 
cycle.
“I usually get around six or seven 
hours of sleep a night because I don’t think 
you need eight hours,” said Mahl. “One 
hour is not going to make that much of a 
difference. I try to do all of my homework 
so I can get a full night of sleep but if I 
don’t. I’ll just go to sleep anyway. If I’m 
staying up to all hours of the night doing 
homework. I’ll be pretty stressed out for 
practice.”
Senior David Ta is a member of Sa­
cred Heart’s reserve officers’ training co^s 
(ROTC) program. He talks about how he 
copes with his vyork along with his early 
mornings.
“I have to get nine hours of sleep 
a night,” said Ta. “Since I’m in Sacred 
Heart’s ROTC program I need nine hours
- minimum. It’s already hard enough wak­
ing up at five in the morning for physical 
training with anything less than that.”
Senior Nick Phillips knows that the 
professors at Sacred Heart ask a lot of their 
students, and that their sleep cannot take 
precedence to their work.
“I get probably eight to nine hours of
sleep a night. I personally think it’s abso­
lutely necessary to get eight hours to func­
tion the next day,” said Phillips. “I’ll make 
an exception for schoolwork. I know that I 
need to get something done I wont be able 
to sleep anyway. Plus I don’t think using 
the ‘necessary eight hours of sleep’ alibi 
will work on my professors.”




As he logs into his account, freshman 
Daniel Garel waits anxiously to see if he 
has to reply to any questions today. Much 
to his dismay, there are none.
Is it Blackboard? Is it his Sacred 
Heart University email? Does he have a 
self-help column? No, no and no.
Garel was doing what many other Sa­
cred Heart students do. He was checking 
his Formspring account.
“By using Formspring, people can 
have the opportunity to ask others ques­
tions anonymously. People enjoy getting 
questioned because they feel that others 
want to get to know them better,” Garel 
said.
Now that social networking sites 
have become part of many people’s ev­
eryday lives, websites such as Formspring 
have gained popularity since anyone can 
ask questions anonymously.
“On Formspring, people can be 
mean or rude and although it is anony­
mous, comments like that still stir up hard 
feelings,” said junior Allison Thurston. 
“Friends joking back and forth is one 
thing, but posting mean comments about 
another person or asking inappropriate 
questions is not OK.”
There have been many cases recent­
ly that have involved cyber bullying and 
have been directly related to Formspring.
“The anonymity of Formspring cre­
ates an environment free of repercussions 
and increases the likelihood of harass­
ment, especially on those that suffer from 
peer victimization,” said psychology pro­
fessor, Dr. Dawn Melzer.
Melzer mentioned that about one in 
every four middle school students report 
being the target of cyber bullying.
“The issue with Formspring is that it
is difficult to figure out who the bully is,” 
said Melzer. “Ideally it would be manda­
tory to indentify yourself on the website 
so individuals could be held accountable 
for their behaviors.”
Although there is the risk of being 
harassed, Garel explains that Formspring 
can help resolve issues as well.
“It does solve problems for the person 
writing the question, like if they wanted to 
know an answer about someone and were 
too shy to ask in person. I enjoy getting 
fun and outlandish questions from people 
because it makes me fee like other people 
want to get to know me better,” Garel said.
Many students who do not have 
Formspring such as Thurston do not see 
the reasons for having an account.
“I don’t think there is really any point 
to Formspring. I don’t have one and will 
never get one. If someone wants to ask me 
a question, they can do it in person or on 
Facebook or AIM. There is no need for an 
anonymous question to be asked,” said 
Thurston.
Melzer explained that while the ano­
nymity of the site can sometimes be a 
problem, it is also what is so appealing to 
many users.
“I think the originators of such web­
sites attempt to create an environment 
where shared information can be benefi­
cial to others and that there can be a com­
munity created in the online environment, 
which are both positive goals,” said Mel­
zer.
Yet with more popular alternative so­
cial networking websites, many students 
are finding that Formspring can be mo­
notonous.
“When no one wants to ask ques­
tions, Formspring can become extremely 
boring very quickly. This causes people 
to use other websites more often and steer 
away from Formspring,” Garel said.
Henry Crocker 
Staff Reporter
It is Aug. 4, and San Francisco is flood­
ed with American flags and rainbow ban­
ners. The decision to overturn California’s 
ban on gay marriage. Proposition 8, has 
been pushed through.
In 2008 the ban was passed with a 52 
percent majority vote, and has now been 
deemed unconstitutional. This is one of the 
many political issues at hand today where 
people’s personal, religious, and political 
views all clash to make a heated political 
debate.
“Separate but equal doesn’t work, just 
look at segregation of blacks and whites,” 
said senior Mark Toglia. “The whole notion 
that gays don’t need to get married is com­
pletely inaccurate because they don’t get 
the same marital benefits as a heterosexual 
couple would. I think it’s ridiculous that this 
is even a major political debate.”
The sentiment that this issue should 
not be as controversial as it has been be­
ing treated is a commonly expressed one 
amongst Sacred Heart University students 
and faculty.
“The issue is actually of somewhat 
minimal consequence moving into the up­
coming election,” said Dr. Gary Rose, pro­
fessor and chair of the department of gov­
ernment and politics. “This is not foremost 
for voters - the real issues are the recession, 
jobs, and taxes. How a candidate views gay 
marriage is tertiary to voters. With nine per­
cent unemployment and the worst recession 
since World War II, not many people are 
concerned with this issue.”
“I’ve always felt that marriage laws are 
the prerogative of the state, and even if this 
is a civil rights action it is historically and 
constitutionally a state matter,” he said.
Even with the overturning of Propo­
sition 8, California is being very delicate 
with the issue. The lift on the ban will not 
immediately come into effect, but will be 
postponed until after the appeals process. 
Regardless of the political weight this de­
bate carries with it, a lot of people’s per­
sonal considerations need to be taken into 
account with the process.
According to the San Francisco Chron­
icle, defense attorney Douglas Napier said, 
“Those that want to uphold traditional fam­
ily values are going to be outraged. The 
whole nation should be quaking to think 
that a single judge sitting in California can 
reverse the will of seven million voters.”
Napier is an attorney for the Alliance 
Defense Fund, an organization that, through 
legal action, tries to keep Christianity rel­
evant in American politics. This gets down 
to the heart of the debate—should people’s 
personal beliefs be considered pertinent to 
political debate over civil rights.
Junior Carley Rudloff, a native Cali­
fornian, shared her own feelings about the 
overturn of Proposition 8.
“I am certainly for gay marriage. I 
know a lot of gay and bisexual people, and 
I feel that it’s only fair,” she said. “Straight 
couples get all the benefits of marriage, but 
love is love. It doesn’t matter, male or fe­
male, your choice to spend the rest of your 
life with someone shouldn’t be affected by 
your sexuality. As a Californian, I am very 
happy with this decision.”
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Sophomore Elisabeth Pitruzzella talks on the phone between classes.
‘Can you hear
ME NOW? GOOD'
Do students know proper cell phone etiquette?
Erin MacDonald 
Staff Reporter
You’ve all been in this situation: 
you’re at a restaurant trying to decide what 
to order, but you can’t hear yourself think.
What’s the distraction?
It is the woman three tables away who 
is trying to give her husband directions to 
the restaurant over the phone.
Or how about when you are on the 
train during peak hours and the person 
pressed up against you is screaming, “Hel­
lo?” to the person on the other end, un­
aware that your train is underground?
Proper cell phone etiquette has be­
come a big issue these days, especially for 
students who are used to constantly tex­
ting, calling, and checking for updates on 
their phones.
“I think the most important thing 
about using a cell phone is to remember 
where you are,” said professor Richard 
Magee. “If you’re in a crowded room, no 
one wants to listen to your half of a con­
versation, unless it’s very scandalous, but 
even then...”
Junior Melissa Wolf recalled a time in 
which she overheard a cell phone conver­
sation that should have been made in pri­
vate.
“In high school, I was on the city bus 
going to school. There was this really ob­
noxious person who was having a loud 
conversation on his phone that the whole 
bus could hear. He was telling the person 
on the other line his social security num­
ber. It was completely unnecessary,” she 
said.
When people have conversations on 
their cell phone in a public place, it also 
puts those around them in an awkward 
situation.
“I get very annoyed when I’m in the 
restroom and someone is talking on their 
phone,” said Magee. “First, I don’t ever 
want to think that someone I’m talking to 
is in the bathroom. Secondly, what’s my 
etiquette? Should I wait to flush after Mr. 
Disgusting Phone has finished his conver­
sation? Flush and let his conversation part­
ner know where he’s calling from? These 
.4)uestionsdisturb
Although texting is more private than 
having a phone conversation for the public 
to hear, Magee explains that as a professor, 
it is still a major distraction.
“The problem here is not simply that 
the offender is not paying attention in 
class; after all, we found ways not to pay 
attention in class long before cell phones 
and computers. With texting and calling, 
though, the offense feels greater and more 
deliberate, not to mention personally in­
sulting,” he said. “If I see a student on the 
phone in class, it throws me off and this 
hurts the flow of the class. All of the stu­
dents are then affected, not just the caller.”
Despite the need to feel attached to 
your network of friends at all times, many 
students are becoming more aware of 
proper cell phone etiquette.
“I’ll admit that I tend to check my cell 
phone all the time but even I know when 
it isn’t right. When I have a conversation 
with people, I won’t check my phone out 
of respect for what they have to say,” said 
freshman Chris Rivera.
“If someone pulls out their cell phone 
while talking to me. I’ll move to the end of 
the conversation,” said Rivera. “To me, it 
seems like they are more interested in what 
someone else has to say at the moment 
than their conversation with me.”
Although many jjeople have caught 
on and respected the notion of cell phone 
etiquette, there are still those stragglers 
who will continue to use their phones in 
public places.
While in some states, there are laws 
against using a cell phone when driving, 
there are not yet any legal consequences 
for having a phone conversation in a pub­
lic place. Some feel, however, that the dirty 
looks from others around you should be 
enough.
“Calling and texting in a movie the­
ater during the film should probably be a 
capital offense, or at least subject to life 
imprisonment without parole,” said Ma­
gee.
HE Said/She Said
Do soul mates exist?
Zach Johnston Nicole Place
He said She said
“True love is the soul’s recognition 
of its counterpoint in another,” as John 
Beckwith put it in this oh-so adorable 
quote from the comedy classic, “Wedding 
Crashers.” It’s a dying art. The world to­
day is consumed with the boom and bustle 
of people constantly looking for the new 
and next best thing, and love is just an­
other iPho'ne 4 waiting for the iPhone 5 to 
come along.
1 blame the cinema. Movies of all dif­
ferent genres have the underlying theme of 
soul mates: “The Notebook,” the sob-story 
drama/romance, “Wedding Crashers,” the 
hilarious romantic comedy (featuring the 
show-stopping Christopher Walken), and 
“The Lion King,” the feel-good Disney 
animation/romance, just to name a few.
I mean, yes, I cried when Ellie died 
in the first ten minutes of “Up” too, but 
these movies just give us the false hope 
of finding that perfect Claire or Nala. We 
lose sight of the fact that you are not go­
ing to find the perfect person, just the per­
son that is perfect for you. However, we 
quickly become disappointed with the tri­
als and tribulations of love and do not try 
to work through the differences and dis­
agreements.
Ib-bejfacmest, tfaes*,«0viKS.«i4H}iit.
more pressure on the dating game. When 
we finish the movie and become conscious 
of the real world again, it is hard to believe 
in a soul mate, and with half of all mar­
riages ending in divorce these days, how 
can we?
Personally, I do believe that there is 
that specid someone for every person. 
Call me a hopeless romantic, but I feel 
like showing a bit of my sensitive side 
this week. (Nothing ever wrong with that, 
right?) As I mentioned in a previous col­
umn, I have only had about one serious 
girlfriend in my entire life, which ended 
about a week before I arrived at Sacred 
Heart. I have done my fair share of soul 
mate searching since then, but nothing too 
serious.
I have always found that whenever I 
try to force things in life, relationships be­
ing at the top of the list, they never seem 
to work out. Therefore, I have come to the 
conclusion that when I lay back and take 
what life throws at me, I seem to find my­
self in a luckier, and thus happier, state.
Don’t get me wrong; I’m not in a 
rush to jump into anything right now. I’m 
in college, I like to have fun, and I don’t 
want to have to worry about what might 
happen when I go out. But these kinds of 
things always happen when we least ex­
pect it.
The most important thing is don’t 
force it. If you are constantly looking for 
the woman of your dreams, it is not going 
to come. Have fun doing your own thing 
and keep your eyes open. You never know 
what might be hiding around the comer. 
We are all, consciously or subconsciously, 
searching for that special someone.
People are in and out of relationships, 
always thinking this will be the one to 
stick, but the very belief in the soul mate 
means that there is only one person in the 
world for you. The word love conjures up 
so many emotions and thoughts that we 
don’t know what to believe. The tmth is, 
you don’t know until you find it.
When people think about soul mates, 
the first things that usually come to mind 
are two people infatuatedly in love with 
each other. They believe their sole reason 
for living is for the other person and with­
out them they would be next to nothing. 
Maybe they are too infatuated to really see 
that they are not in fact meant to be.
Having a soul mate is great; in fact 
it's excellent. Everyone wants someone 
who they can spend the rest of their lives 
with, to know they have security, and to be 
happy. What a soul mate means and how 
you know who your soul mate will be is 
different for everyone.
I like to think that a soul mate is 
someone who loves you for you, despite 
your little quirks and annoying habits. 
They make you a better person because 
you want to be better when they are 
around. You don’t need to impress them, 
and there is never any awkward silence. 
They keep you on your toes and challenge 
you’re thinking. Things stay interesting 
and fun when you’re together.
People, maybe girls more so than 
guys, are constantly searching for “the 
one,” probably because couples are so 
prevalent in all that we do. Even growing 
.•4^^;iB;icbieJ^id fea^Minaie had Mickey^ 
and Rachel had Ross. So for us girls, it’s 
thrown in our face about how great and 
perfect it would be to find our soul mat§^<^
So we may try to msh it, but if we 
wait, who knows, finding our soul mate 
could be easier than we think, and may 
happen when we least expect it. Have a 
little faith and in time you will see that ev­
erything happens for a reason. You can’t 
look for it; it’s just something that has to 
happen on its own.
A soul mate doesn’t necessarily have 
to be your significant other. It may be a 
life-long friend who happens to know ev­
erything about you and still loves you. But 
regardless, a soul mate is someone you 
can trust and rely on.
I don’t think anyone really knows 
when it will happen, or what it will feel 
like when it does. It would be nice to think 
that you have some magically, faiiy tale­
like ending and your soul mate appears 
out of nowhere and sweeps you off your 
feet. But real life just doesn’t happen that 
way. If we spend our time wishing and 
waiting for something extraordinary we 
may miss out on great opportunities.
In the film “When Harry Met Sally,” 
Harry and Sally are friends who are too 
caught up in their own lives to realize that 
they have fallen for each other. On New 
Year’s Eve, as the clock strikes midnight 
Harry finds Sally in a crowded ballroom 
and professes his love for her.
All super romantic and very memo­
rable, but the best part is when Harry says, 
“When you find the person you want to 
spend the rest of your life with, you want 
the rest of your life to start as soon as pos­
sible.” This, I feel, is the epitome of what 
having a soul mate is.
As soon as you know who your soul 
mate is, you don’t want to waste any more 
time without them. Who knows, maybe 
you could end up like Harry and Sally and 
finally realize you’ve had your soul mate 
with you all along. Now wouldn’t that be 
convenient?
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Breaking my ^Heart’ by blocking blogs
Dear Sacred Heart University,
You’ve changed and you’ve changed for the 
worse. When I first met you it was love at first site, 
and there was no one else. You were the school 
for me. I was young and thought what we had was 
special. However, something has changed. When 
you charged me for parking, I sat down and obeyed. 
When you changed our cafeteria and meal plans I 
said nothing. But this is different, and I am forced to 
speak up.
Over the past week, the Sacred Heart IT De­
partment took the ban-hammer and struck down on 
dozens of Internet sites. Although some of their 
bans are just, others, to me, seem just absurd.
I agree a site that host torrents and promotes the 
downloading of copy written material is a no-no. If 
a Sacred Heart student is caught in an act of piracy, 
it is the university that gets in trouble since we are 
on their network.
However, my rant is not because of this. I am in 
outrage over the other sites you have blocked.
You know which ones I’m talking about, the 
pornographic websites. A majority of incoming 
freshman are 18 years of age. As legal adults they 
are allowed to look at pornographic material.
Please stop babying us. Cut the cord, we can 
make smart decisions on our own.
The reality is that both men and women look at 
pom, and the truth is that it wont kill us. If we want
the same and the only thing that differs is the views 
of the bloggers. Although Barstool is now available 
the less important and less popular StoolLaLa, a 
female version of the site, continues to be blocked.
If Sacred Heart feels as if they have the right to 
censor us from the Internet, my question is: where 
does it stop? What is stopping our school from ban­
ning Facebook? Or Comedy Central’s website? If 
they are banning blogs they may want to protect the 
student body from the rants of Stan, Kyle, Kenny, 
and Cartmen.
Like I said, at 18 and older we are legally 
adults. As far as I’m concerned, what we do behind 
closed doors is our own business. College is a time 
for individual thought and growth. How can we 
shape our own views if we are only allowed to view 
what the university deems is right? We pay $40,000 
a year to leam to make our own educated deci­
sions.. .please don’t censor our Internet.
All I can say is thank God for my off-campus 
apartment and the freedom I have to look at what 
I want, when I want. So Sacred Heart, here is the 
deal, if we cannot resolve our issues, I may have to 
leave you, and I really think that you might have a 






observe these sites, we should be allowed to do so.
Last Friday when I was in work-study, I decided 
to use my downtime to check my favorite blog, 
Barstool Sports. To my surprise, the website was 
“blocked by content provider”. My initial thoughts: 
“Wait what?” The glory that is Barstool Sports has 
been censored from the student body.
What is Barstool you may ask? It is a blog that 
comments on anything from the dominance of the 
New York Jets to the crazed man arrested last week 
in Alabama.
The blog is tacky, crude, appalling, and simply 
awesome. Although some may find the rants of KFC 
(the blog owner) to be offensive, others such as 
myself cannot live without him. Why would Sacred 
Heart block their students from outside views and 
opinions?
It seems as if by Tuesday (October 5) the block 
has been lifted, but for how long? What is more puz­
zling to me is that Barstool Sports New York was 
banned and blocked, while Barstool Sports Boston 
was still viewable. The two blogs are almost exactly
Editor-in-Chief Sports Editor
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Scorsese’s latest ‘Empire’ a
Nicole Mastroni 
Staff Reporter
Martin Scorsese does it again.
His latest work, directing HBO’s 
new show, “Boardwalk Empire,” already 
has critics and viewers talking. Even after 
the first episode, people were left wanting 
more and even comparing the show to the 
likes of the “The Sopranos.”
Think back to your middle school 
and high school textbooks, and you may 
remember learning about prohibition and 
speakeasies. These were times when peo­
ple had to sneak around to enjoy the simple 
pleasures in life, such as having an illegal 
drink. Well, HBO has taken this concept to 
a whole new level.
The pilot episode premiered on Sept. 
19, and since then there has been nothing 
but talk about whether this new drama will 
become the latest craze in HBO television. 
Directed by Scorsese and written by Ter­
ence Winter, the biggest buzz surrounding 
the show has been “does it have the poten­
tial to become the new ‘Sopranos?’”
Senior Diana Fabrizio said, “I really 
think people miss ‘The Sopranos,’ so this 
can be a great filler.”
The show is set in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey in the 1920s. Prohibition and many 
other changes are happening. According to 
HBO’s website, “The Great War is over.
Wall Street is about to boom and every­
thing is for sale, even the World Series. It is 
a time of change when women are getting 
the vote, broadcast radio is introduced, and 
young people rule the world.” The times 
were changing, and the goings-on in this 
period have been rolled into an enticing 
plot that critics and students alike are talk­
ing about.
“The series boasts a robust cast includ­
ing Steve Buscemi (as Nucky Thompson), 
Gretchen Mol, Dabney Coleman, Kelly 
Macdonald and, in a breakout portrayal as 
Jimmy Darmody, Michael Pitt,” said an ar­
ticle from CBS News’ website. The cast, 
under Scorsese’s direction, already has the 
attention of critics and viewers.
Buscemi’s character, Nucky, is the go- 
to-guy for the forbidden pleasures in life.
“The undisputed ruler of Atlantic City 
is the town’s Treasurer, Enoch ‘Nucky’ 
Thompson, (Steve Buscemi) a political fix­
er and backroom dealer who is equal parts 
politician and gangster and equally com­
fortable in either role,” said HBO’s web­
site. “Nucky carves out a niche for himself 
as the man to see for any illegal alcohol.”
Based on the non-fiction book, 
“Boardwalk Empire: The Birth, High 
Times, and Corruption of Atlantic City” by 
Nelson Johnson, this show has a lot to offer 
when combined with such a strong cast and 
director.
“I don’t know if it will be as popular
hit with students and critics
as ‘The Sopranos’ since it was such a big 
show. It was on for over a decade,” said ju7 
nior Patrick Daily. “Martin Scorsese is one 
of the best directors of all time, so it should 
still be a great show. It might not get the 
following ‘The Sopranos’ had?’
Even after one episode, criticsito&^y? 
ing the new shdw rave reviews.
According to CBS News’ website, 
“The widely advertised drama has won
over many TV critics and is expected to 
become one of the new season's hits.”
Students seem to agree with what the 
critics are saying.
“I think it will be a really good show. 
It looked really interesting,” said sopho- 
jpore Ross Bretoj^ “I like history and flcs 
alsshows likc thaE T think it will stay 
popular if it keeps showing what the pilot 
did.”
‘Billionaire’ artist arrested
Will Bruno Mars* cocaine possession ajfect his career? 
Jamie Miller
Staff Reporter Nci P ) <
The success from hits like “Just the 
Way Your Are” and “Billionaire” are only 
the start of a newcomer Bruno Mars’ blos­
soming career. But will his momentum 
come to a screeching halt because of re­
cent drug allegations?
Mars was arrested last month for 
possession of 2.6 grams of cocaine at the 
Hard Rock Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas 
where he had performed only hours be­
fore, according to an article from MTV’s 
website. He was charged with felony 
drug possession after a bathroom atten­
dant alerted security to a man who was, 
“spending a lot of time one of the stalls,” 
said the website.
Yet after getting caught red-handed. 
Mars said that he, “did a foolish thing and 
has never used drugs before,” according 
to the MTV website. But do students think 
the incident will have an affect on Mars’ 
career?
“I don’t think it will have any effect 
on his music sales. People still buy Lil’ 
Wayne’s music,” said senior Stephanie 
Kanner.
According to People magazine’s 
website, rapper Lil’ Wayne was sentenced 
to one year jail time and began serving his 
sentence this past March. Will Mars’ situ­
ation turn out the same?
“I think people will still buy his mu­
sic because I don’t think anyone really 
cares that he uses drugs,” said senior Ju­
lie Paradis. “They still like his music so 
they'll still buy it.
According to Last FM’s website. 
Mars has worked with the likes of B.O.B, 
Travie McCoy, Flo Rida, K’naan, and 
Adam Levine, lending his voice to Flo Ri­
da’s “Right Round” and B.O.B’s “Noth­
ing on You,” and co-writing songs for all 
of them.
Mars finally came out with his first
Bruno Mars was arrested on Sept. 19.
solo album on Oct. 5 titled, “Doo-Wops 
& Hooligans,” which has high hopes from 
already anxiously awaiting fans. Accord­
ing to Billboard’s website, his song “Just 
The Way You Are” which is featured on 
the new album is number one on the Bill­
board Hot 100.
It is yet to be determined what the 
punishment for the singer will be and if he 
will be held responsible for his actions.
According to an article on Enter­
tainment Weekly’s Music Mix blog, a 
spokesperson for the Clark County Dis­
trict Attorney’s office said that they “will 
probably decide whether or not to pro­
ceed with criminal charges by the end of 
this week (the blog was posted Oct. 1). If 
charges are filed. Mars will most likely be 
due to appear in court Nov. 18.”
No matter the outcome of his recent 
allegations, the question still remains: will 
Mars’ charges affect his promising career?






Jer Coons, Jesse Ruben, and Seth 
Gher. You might not recognize these 
names, but they are all promising young 
musicians whose careers are on the rise. 
And the best part, you might ask? They 
are coming to Fairfield this fall.
“I think that students would want to 
come see a show of theirs on campus be­
cause their music does sound like some­
thing that people our age would be listen­
ing to,” said freshman Nick Schulman. 
“And of course who could pass up a good 
concert?”
The tour, which kicked off this past 
Wednesday in Boston, is scheduled to 
travel throughout the northeast.
“Actually I'm most excited about 
visiting Fairfield,” Glier said in an online 
interview. “I've heard about StageOne 
from all of my friends for a few years but 
have never been.”
The 20-year-old singer/songwriter’s 
debut album, “Space” was released in 
. 20^ followed by his subsequent album, 
* “Sbjoum,” in 2007. Both of his albums 
were met with rave reviews described to 
have, “an appealingly eager soulfiilness... 
gongs^bf escape, romantic idealism, and 
life on the road,” said The Herald (Edin­
burgh).
Glier^ most recent album,“The 
Trouble^wltih Kople,” came out Oct. 6 in 
a digitaJ-qnly version and will be released 
Tate oh Nov? 3 by MPress, according to 
Glift’s officiaTwebsite,,
Glier said that he describes his “mu- 
t sic as § writer, song-singer as oppose to 
a singer/sQhgwriter/pianist. Lyrics have 
always come first for me and they're what 
I'Toeps ehiii'm a pop singer with stories to 
tell.”
Like Glier, Ruben and Coons have
also met with success. Coons’ debut al­
bum “Speak” premiered a year ago and 
was re-released on Sept. 21 of this year as 
a remix album according to the singer’s 
MySpace music page. The album can be 
found in Hollister stores nationwide.
Ruben also has begun to work his 
way to the top. According to the artist’s 
official website, he released his debut al­
bum “Aiming for Honesty” in 2008 and 
the follow-up album, “The Ones that Mat­
ter” was released on April 27.
“I realized that as much as this album 
is about music, it’s ultimately a represen­
tation of who I am, and all that amounts to 
is all the incredible people I’ve surround­
ed myself with and the places I’ve spent 
time, and the stories and jokes that came 
out of those experiences with those peo­
ple,” Ruben said on his MySpace music 
page of the inspiration behind his second 
album.
In the new acoustically driven trend 
of modem, soulful singers such as Ja­
son Mraz, John Mayer, James Blunt, and 
Howie Day, it seems only natural that 
Coons, Ruben, and Glier’s tour has gar­
nered attention from students at Sacred 
Heart.
“Jer Coons is very similar to Jason 
Mraz with the same smooth vocal line and 
quirky beat. Very chill music that I would 
definitely listen to while studying,” said 
senior Allegra DeVita. “If you like the 
more mellow sounds this is the guy for 
you. Jesse Ruben has a more Goo Goo 
Dolls flair, but has a much more acoustic, 
passionate sound.”
Freshman Megan Jamieson agreed. 
“I'd go to the show. They have a very un­
plugged sound, so people who like acous­
tic music would like both of these artists.”
The show will take place at Fairfield 
Theatre Company on Oct. 9. Tickets are 
available online at FairfieldTheatre.org.
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Get Reel gives “The Social Network”
★ ★★★
-f f-'
When's the last time a website was so powerful and popular that it had its very 
own movie? Never.
It's difficult to imagine, any website getting a movie of its very own. But with 
over 150 million “friends,” and users, I guess it was bound to happen eventually. With 
all honestly, I was not too keen on seeing this movie. My initial thoughts were “seri­
ously, a movie about Facebook?”
But after watching the flick, I have to say, the movie was amazing and fascinat­
ing, showing the ups and downs of not only running a giant website like Facebook, 
but keeping up with the fast-paced nature of starting your own website.
"The Social Network" outlines much more than the origins of Facebook. Touch­
ing on tales of friends, love, enemies and success, the story follows Harvard Univer­
sity student, Mark Zuckerberg (Jesse Eisenberg) and his quest to join all the right 
social clubs the university has to offer.
After a vicious fight with his girlfriend, Erkia, Zuckerberg starts drinking and 
posts hurtful comments about Erika on his blog. This is the defining moment when 
he gets the idea to make a website for the Harvard student body to rate fellow female 
students, strictly based on their appearances.
This website, “Face Mash” becomes quite successful and catches the eye of not 
only the academic board but also the Winkelvoss twins and their partner, Divya Nar- 
enda, who began the blueprints for a Facebook-esque website. Zuckerberg then takes 
it upon himself to dodge all contact with the trio and launches the site himself.
As Facebook continues to grow in popularity, the drama escalates as business 
prospers and friendships die, leaving the man with 150 Internet “friends,” and zero 
real ones.
The chemistry among the actors is superb, as the interaction feels natural and 
does not seem forced, paired with awesome writing that supports a well-rounded 
story. I found that each character had their time to shine and for audiences to see what 
they were really all about.
Perhaps the best part of watching the film was that the wit, humor, sadness, em­
pathy and deception are smoothly intertwined, never seeming like too much or too 
little, giving the right amount of emotion to all the characters.
"You don't get to 5{X) million friends without making a few enemies," notes the 
flick’s tag line.
That one sentence sums up the feel of the film as well as its unfortunate outcome. 
Next time you think you have hardcore “Facebook drama” with exes, friends, or 
•stalkfifS^teh thi^ moVfe'tWd ybti’ll see the sacrifice’s the people who brought ydif 
this wonderful and ^fr)l inveiMion had to endure.
JOLIE AND DEPP TO STAR IN DECEMBER SPY FLICK
Venithda Sourignamath 
Staff Reporter
“Pirates of the Caribbean,” “Salt,” “Alice in Wonder­
land,” and “Mr. and Mrs. Smith.” what do all these movies 
have in common? Angelina Jolie and Johnny Depp.
The Academy Award winning and nominated actors 
will grace the screen together for the first time in the high­
ly anticipated flick, “The Tourist,” which will hit theaters 
on Dec. 10.
“Angelina Jolie and Johnny Depp seem to have great 
chemistry in the trailer,” said senior Nicole Vaccaro. “The 
plot of the movie seems suspenseful but fiin. I definitely 
would go see it.”
A remake of director Jerome Salle’s 2005 romantic 
French thriller, “Anthony Zimmer,” Depp will tackle the 
role of an American tourist who is drawn to and subse­
quently used by the mysterious Jolie, who happens to be 
an Interpol agent on the hunt for former lover, turned crim­
inal.
So what exactly can unsuspecting audiences expect 
from this highly anticipated blockbuster?
“A love story for sure,” said the film’s director Florian 
Henckel von Donnersmarck to MTV. “Imagine a woman 
who is just so elegant and sophisticated and educated and 
has lived that world. Now, through a whole set of circum­
stances, suddenly falls in love with a guy who is not any of 
those things.”
With so much hype surrounding the film, critics are 
already calhng Depp and Jolie “a great match,” in which 
“their performances can elevate the movie above the sea 
of other crime thrillers, with guy-falls-for-spy plot lines 
we’ve seen in recent years,” according to the Los Angeles 
Times’ website.
Even as filmgoers and critics alike are anxious to see 
this award winning duo in this upcoming feature, some are 
questioning whether or not their off-screen appeal trans­
late into on-screen chemistry?
“I don’t know if adding Angelina Jolie in the mix will 
work out or if the two will have chemistry in the movie,”
said Layden. “I guess I’ll find out in December.” roleitlj|t many are used to seeing him in.
Jolie will not have to work too hard for inspiration on ' f‘T don’t think this is going to be a good movie at all,” 
her latest role. After playing a suspected Russian spy in said-senior Manny Acevedo. “He usually plays the weird 
“Salt” this past summer, as well as a housewife and gov- characters like Willy Wonka, so I doubt he’ll be good play- 
emment agent in 2005’s “Mr. and Mrs. Smith,” alongside ^g a regular person.”
real-life boyfriend Brad Pitt, she seems well equipj^d to' -, Despite how audiences may feel, the critics cannot 
add another spy role to her repetoire. seem to stop talking about one of the most anticipated
“I’m so glad Angelina Jolie is cbmiag out with an- films of the years, especially after the debut of the trailer 
other movie,” said freshman Katie Crodelle. “She is my last month.
favorite actress and I’m excited to see^Bfcr in another spy Jay A. Fernandez of the Hollywood Reporter warns
movie. It’s just too bad Brad Pitt isn’t in this one with her,” that “the viewers’ eyes will melt from all the on-screen 
With an A-List cast, both Depp pd Jolie should fe- beiuty,” as depicted in the preview, 
relatively impressive once the movie opens world wide,"’ Jen Chaney of the Washington Post agrees. “The no- 
but some are skeptical as to whether or not Captain Jack tion of Edward Scissorhands and Lara Croft, together at 
Sparrow himself has was it takes to pull off a not-so quirky last is pretty intriguing.”
Johnny Depp and Angelina Jolie see the sights in “The Tourist” out December 10.
!
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Ringing for a reason
What the clanging chapel bells mean
Mari Brown 
Staff Reporter
Click here for some luck
Andrea Gorkofsky 
Staff Reporter
Giancarlo Massaro, a senior 
at Sacred Heart University, struck 
gold in the business and marketing 
world when he created the website 
AnyLuckyDay.com.
“I learned that it was possible 
to make money online, so I got 
more involved in coming up with 
ideas for websites, building them 
up and then selling them off for a 
profit,” he said.
The website, which was estab­
lished on Jan. 1, 2009, provides an 
outlet for companies to show off 
their products. When a viewer goes 
on the site, they will find a company 
of the day and one or more products 
being given away. If they find the 
product to be appealing, they can 
make quick comment to enter into 
its auction. At the end of the day, a 
winner is chosen at random.
The idea for AnyLuckyDay 
came to Massaro out of thin air .
“In December of 2008 I came 
up with the idea for AnyLuckyDay 
while watching an infomercial on 
television,” he said. “I thought it 
would be cool to try out products 
and then give them away. That sim­
ple idea it has turned into the adver­
tising business that it is today.”
This simple idea has become a 
success thanks to low prices.
“Companies love it because it 
is an affordable form of advertising 
that drives traffic, sales, and exper- 
sure. And people love it because 
they can win some free stuff,” said 
Massaro.
But the website wasn’t an in­
stant success. In fact, it was not un-
Photo contributed by Tracy Deer-Mirek
Giancarlo Massaro poses with his website’s homepage behind him.
til this past year that it took the web 
by storm.
“The site has been growing 
steadily since it launched in Jan 
2009, but this past July I was in­
terviewed by CareerBuilder.com,” 
Massaro said. “That story eventual­
ly spread to MSN, AOL, and CNN 
which definitely has brought the site 
to its current popularity.”
This kind of exposure is exact­
ly what Massaro needed, as he runs 
the entire website on his own.
“I work sporadically through­
out the day, but about 5-7 hours per 
day is devoted to creating the con­
tent and video and promoting the 
sponsor of that day,” he said._
However, it wouldn’t be a 
success without his followers and 
friends, the site would not have the 
large fan base it does now.
“I visit the site frequently to 
see what it looks like and what new
contests are available,” said senior 
Mario Mililli. “I think as the years 
go on it will grow into a major web­
site that will be known all over.”
Mililli, an accounting major, 
finds AnyLuckyDay to be a strong 
edition to the business world.
“The site definitely promotes 
good qualities for the business 
world,” he said. “It has great mar­
keting concepts behind it which en­
able companies to showcase their 
products.”
As for the future, Massaro 
plans on staying self-employed.
“I like working for myself and 
doing things that I like to do,” he
“It’s much more exciting build­
ing something up that is your own. 
Once I graduate this year I’ll con­
tinue building AnyLuckyDay and 
working for myself.”
Giving Fairfield some flavor
New Pinkberry location expected to open just a few minutes from campus
Jessica Colucci 
Staff Reporter
This fall, popular frozen yogurt chain, Pinkberry 
will be bringing its signature tart treats to the Constitu­
tion State. The new location which will open this fall is 
conveinently located at 1512 Post Road, and will be the 
first ever in Connecticut.
Pinkberry will provide its customers with various 
unique toppings to go along with their frozen yogurt, 
which is made with nonfat yogurt and nonfat milk. 
Some of these toppings include honey roasted sunflow­
er seeds, organic gummy bears, and fresh cucumbers.
Along with its variety of choices, Pinkberry also 
provides its customers with “an emotional connection,” 
according to Suzanne Ginestro, vice president of brand 
management for Pinkberry.
“Pinkberry is not just a yogurt shop. It’s a lifestyle 
and a full experience,” Ginestro said. “We take really 
good care of every person who walks through the door, 
while providing them with high quality, distinctive 
products and amazing taste.”
This type of relationship with their customers is 
exactly why Ginestro expects the people of Fairfield 
to be very receptive, and it seems that some of them 
already are.
“The frozen yogurt is better than any competitors 
and their toppings are unlike any others,” said junior 
Delaney Downing. “They offer all sorts of fruit like 
kiwis, mangos, raspberries, and pineapples. They also 
have excellent customer service.”
Yet not everyone is planning on being a regular 
patron. “I don’t see myself going there a lot,” said se­
nior Chris Whittemore. “I’m more of a hearty food guy. 
I’d rather eat something more filling than a parfait.”
Critics aside, the company is excited about their
new location and anticipates gaining popularity in the 
area.
“It could be a college student, a family, a mom 
with kids, or an older couple. The composition of Fair- 
field is the perfect match for our brand.”
This is not the only reason Fairfield was chosen as 
the destination for the first Pinkberry store in Connecti­
cut.
“The cool atmosphere, great restaurants, family 
town, and the two prominent colleges nearby makes it a 
great fit,” said Ginestro. “Also, it’s a coastal town so it 
goes well with our brand since it is very much inspired 
by the beach.”
Some may wonder why a frozen yogurt store is 
opening its doors now when their products are in high­
er demand during the summer.
“With two colleges in the area, everyone is com­
ing back to school and those college consumers are a 
part of who this brand speaks to,” said Ginestro.
Another way Pinkberry has timed the opening of a 
new location was based on finding the right partner. For 
the Fairfield store, this person is Jamie Karson.
“Karson has a lot of local knowledge' that made 
him the perfect person to bring him to the Fairfield 
area,” Ginestro said.
According to Bevin Gove, the brand’s public rela­
tions specialist, Pinkberry is scheduled to open on Oct. 
15 and like any highly anticipated premier, the new 
store will host a launch party.
The launch party will take place on Oct. 14 from 6 
p.m. to 9 p.m. and customers will receive free samples 
that the company hopes will inspire people to return in 
the future.
“I’m really excited for the opening,” said senior 
Kaleigh Burke. “Pinkberry is definitely a nice treat and 
it will be great to have it so close.”
Last week marked the one-year anniversary of the dedi­
cation of the new chapel on campus at Sacred Heart Univer­
sity.
Vivid mosaics, shining organ pipes, and nighttime illu­
mination are just some of the beautiful qualities the chapel 
possesses. However, one feature separates itself from the rest. 
Standing tall outside the one-year old chapel is a bell tower, 
which holds four bells that sound several times a day.
“While I am walking to classes outside and the bells are 
ringing, it brings a pleasant ambience to the campus,” said 
senior Carrington Gerli. “It makes me feel at home to hear the 
ringing of the church bells.”
Last year Sacred Heart’s priest, Father Gerald Ryle, 
blessed the bells. “I like them very much,” said Fr. Ryle. “Es­
pecially because of the meaning behind them.”
The bells are named Esther, Leo, Augustine, and Therese 
in order to represent important people in the Jewish/Christian 
tradition and each contain a quote, specific to their name.
On Esther, there is an inscription in Hebrew reading 
“Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one,” a verse 
from the Torah.
“The observant Jew prays this each morning and each 
evening,” said Fr. Ryle.
Leo’s Hebrew inscription reads, “Christian, remember 
your dignity”.
According to Fr. Ryle, the biblical quote on Augustine is 
Saint Augustine’s famous quote “O Lord, you have made our 
hearts restless until they rest in You”.
The last bell, Therese, has the shortest inscription. It 
reads “Guadium et Spes,” meaning “Joy and Hope.” Al­
though it is not a direct biblical quote, the message references 
the Catholic Church’s Second Vatican Council of the early 
1960s.
The document of the Church in the Modem World begins 
with, “All the joys and the hopes, the grief’s and the anxieties 
of the people of this age are the joys and hopes, the grief’s 
and anxieties of the followers of Christ.” This sentence was 
the inspiration for the quotation on the bell Therese, named 
after the saint known as “the Little Flower.”
The effort in giving the campus bells meaningful inscrip­
tions and names was to signify the importance of the bell tow­
er.
Sacred Heart, wanting to carry out ancient customs in the 
Catholic tradition, decided the bells were a must-have .“The 
ringing of the bells is a summoning of the People of God 
to prayer,” said Fr. Ryle, “to assemble and worship the Lord 
together.”
The bells ring every hour, but have a special pattern three 
times per day calling Catholics on campus to prayer at 8 a.m., 
12 p.m., and 6 p.m.
This special 3-3-3-9 sequence signifies the time to pray 
the Angelus prayer. “In the Middle Ages as the bells rang out 
the Angelus, all work stopped as people paused in their days 
to give thanks to God and remember God’s coming to earth 
as Jesus,” said Sarah Heiman, campus minister for education 
and spiritual life.
According to Fr. Ryle, this prayer commemorates the 
Annunciation of when the angel Gabriel asked the Blessed 
Mother to conceive Christ in the Bible.
“When the bells ring they are alive, calling us all to 
prayer, to share our faith and strengthen one another’s faith in 
God,” he said.
Another time the bells ring is ten minutes before morn­
ing prayer on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and before 
evening prayer on Tuesday and Thursday. The significance 
of these songs is to call members of the Church on campus 
together as a reminder that it is time for communal prayer.
“I love the bells,” Heiman said. “I think they serve as a 
wonderful audible reminder that faith and belief should be at 
the center of our lives.”
Students seem to appreciate the bells as well.
“They serve as a reminder for mass and symbolize that 
all are welcome,” said sophomore Samantha Fasanello. “I 
like that they ring as a way to call us to prayer.”
Sophomore Trevor Kelly said that, when they ring, it’s 
“always a new song, always a new thought. They feel like 
home.”
After celebrating the one-year anniversary of the chapel 
and bell tower on campus, Fr. Ryle wants to remind the mem­
bers of the Church on campus that the bells “ring and remind 
us who we are.”
“We are Christ in the world today,” he said.
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Going to college with mom and dad
Danielle Vuotto 
Staff Reporter
For high school seniors, the thought of 
graduating and leaving for college brings 
about feelings of maturity, growth, and in­
dependence. No one will be around to tell 
them what to do or how to act. Whatever 
decision they make is entirely under their 
discretion.
But would college be the same if one 
of your parents worked at your school?
“Having a parent as a faculty member 
isn’t as bad as it would seem,” said senior 
Paul Perelli, whose mother works in the
student accounts office.
“She really never got into my busi­
ness except for the normal questions about 
what’s going on with class and what I did 
this weekend,” he said. “My mother and I 
have a pretty good relationship so I think it 
really all depends on how a student to par­
ent relationship is.”
“If my father worked here he would 
always be checking up making sure I was 
in class,” he said.
In 2009, New York University did a 
survey of 40 randomly chosen four-year 
colleges and universities and found that 
85% of undergraduates experience stress
The Spectrum/Erin Burke
Father and daughter, Jack and Christina Fernandez, are just one of many families 
sharing the halls of Sacred Heart University.
on a daily basis. Students at Sacred Heart 
University admit to feeling stressed now 
and then, but not because their parents 
work at the same school they attend.
“Having my mother as a faculty mem­
ber is something I am proud of,” said se­
nior Mario Millilii. “My mother trusts me 
and knows that it is me who is going to 
school, not her, so ultimately it is up to me 
to do well in school for myself. If I was 
ever having trouble in school she would 
actually be the first one I talked to about 
it.”
Some said having their parent on cam­
pus has been a comforting experience.
“Having my father as a member of the 
Sacred Heart administration has given me 
a unique college experience,” said senior 
Christina Fernandez, daughter of Jack Fer­
nandez, director of public safety.
“For most students, the transition 
from a high school setting to a collegiate 
environment can be very intimidating,” 
she said. “However, having the comfort of 
knowing that my father was no more than a 
short walk away gave me the confidence I 
needed to explore new endeavors.”
The experience can even be seen as a 
sort of luxury.
“Freshman year having a parent as a 
faculty member wasn’t bad,” said Perelli. 
“Having my laundry done and emergency 
food and money at a hand it was never 
something I would complain about.”
However, having a parent on campus 
does not go unnoticed.
“I usually feel comfortable when other 
students bring it to my attention,” said Fer­
nandez. “However, I begin to feel uncom­
fortable when I get the random Facebook 
message saying, ‘Hey, do you think your 
dad could fake away my parking tickets? 
Thanks!”’
Parents who are faculty members had 
positive feelings about the subject as well.
“I see it as a great opportunity to being 
able to see first hand how our students ex­
perience college life,” said Trigona Mililli, 
Mario’s mother, the manager of custodial 
services for the university.
“It offers the ability to view campus 
life from a different perspective and en­
courages conversations with our students 
on a variety of issues,” she said.
Others see it as an experience they can 
utilize in their positions.
“Being a parent has given me the tools 
to help our students and their parents when 
advice is needed, or when disciplinary ac­
tions must be taken,” said Jack Fernandez.
“When my daughter graduates I will 
miss the frequent visits,” he said. “When 
I see her on campus it reminds me of the 
responsibility I have as a parent and as the 
director of public safety to keep the com­
munity safe.”
Some say respecting each other’s 
boundaries is an efficient way to coexist on 
campus.
“She really keeps out of my business 
and I try to do the same but if I see her in 
the hallway I’m not going pretend she isn’t 
there,” said Perelli. “She is like any other 
mom and harasses me about grades, but 
isn’t walking around campus to make sure 
I’m in class.”
Seeing how to live a happy life from another perspective
The Spectrum catches up with sophomore Vishal Patel to discover his pursuit of happiness
Maile Hetherington 
Staff Reporter
Many students are stijl adjusting to the new school year; remembering where all 
their classes are, the excitement of seeing all their old friends, and hanging out with new 
roommates.
However, sophomore Vishal Patel had to quickly master Sacred Heart’s campus. He 
spent every week of the summer, memorizing the location of his classrooms, landmarks 
around the school, and anything else that he could to help him get around.
Patel dedicated much time to getting comfortable with his surroundings because he 
is affected by total blindness, a complete lack of visual and light perception.
Patel was bom dangerously premature at only one pound but fought his way for 
months to health. He was bom with sight, but Patel lost his vision early on. You might say 
he was a fighter right from birth.
As a child, Patel was also diagnosed with epilepsy, a brain disorder that involves 
repeated and spontaneous seizures. Despite Patel’s physical ailments, he insists that he is 
just like every other college student at Sacred Heart University.
“My body doesn’t determine my destiny,” Patel said. “Being blind is just a physical 
nuisance.”
Patel, who is originally from North Haven, Conn., transferred as a sophomore from 
Gateway Community College. He takes a challenging course load as a political science 
major, criminal justice minor, and a member of the pre-law club. Yet hard work does not 
intimidate Patel.
This is a significant year for Patel because it is his first year living away from home 
on a college campus.
Even though this is a huge transition for him, Patel said that he is not having much 
trouble. His independence and positivity are enviable.
Patel said that he wants to be a lawyer, specializing in disability law. He is deeply 
passionate about helping others.
“I want to make a change,” he said. “There is a lot of discrimination in the world and 
too many people with disabilities not being able to accomplish their dreams.”
Patel has a scribe for all of his classes even though he says he is capable of taking his 
own notes. His accommodating teachers, along with his strong memorization and listen­
ing skills help him overcome his special needs in the classroom.
“In Vishal’s case, it is a lot of coordinating with different departments in and out 
of the University,” said Jill Angotta, director of special services. “He is connected to 
the board of education services for the blind who has and continues to provide him with 
technology and with assistance with such things as caning training (a new skill for Vishal) 
and Braille labels for his things in his room so he can easily identify them.”
His positive spirit and optimism towards life is noticeable to all that come in contact 
with him.
“He truly is a smart young man who is willing to speak his piece,” said Angotta. “He 
also is a planner. Sometimes getting him to take it one thing at a time is a little tough, but
TTie Spectrum/Jamie Miller
Vishal Patel, seated in his dorm room, shows off his personality with a smUe.
he smiles so much it is hard to argue with him.”
However, Patel does not want anyone to feel sorry for him or treat him any differ­
ently. In fact, his blindness is his favorite thing about himself.
He considers his vision loss a gift because he sees people for who they truly are, and 
cannot judge them on their looks alone.
“Maybe people should try to see the world through my eyes because it doesn’t take 
sight to accomplish your dreams,” said Patel.
His perseverance is inspiring to those around him.
“It’s all about the way you approach a task,” said Angotta. “We will have hurdles at 
some point in our lives - some a little more challenging than others, but how ‘mountain­
ous’ we choose to make those hurdles is really up to us and the approaches we chose - 
Vishal is a great example of this.”
Although Patel’s situation is unique for a college student, he wants people to remem­
ber that nobody is immune to disability and should never take life for granted.
“If you look beyond the disability. I’m just a normal guy. You don’t have to treat me 
differently because I’m blind,” said Patel.




CCSU spoils Homecoming weekend
Poor second half secures victory for the Blue Devils
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On what was a picture perfect 2010 
Homecoming weekend the only thing that was 
missing was a victory by the Sacred Heart 
football team.
The returning alumni were treated to an 
intense, well-played game at Campus Field 
Saturday afternoon, but in the end it was the 
Central Connecticut State Blue Devils who 
came out on top, besting the Pioneers 24-14.
With the loss Sacred Heart falls to 1-4 
overall, and 0-3 in the conference. The Blue 
Devils meanwhile improve to 3-2, but 2-0 
within the conference.
“It was a rivalry game, it is an in state 
game so it is always intense. We fought hard, 
but in the end they made more plays than us,” 
said senior running back Marcel Archer speak­
ing to reporters following the game.
Blue Devils - 24 
Pioneers - 14
The Pioneers started the game strong, 
marching right down the field on their open­
ing possession. It was capped off by senior 
quarterback Dale Fink finding fellow sArcher 
out of the backfield for an 18-yard touchdown 
catch. The drive totaled 72 yards on 12 plays. 
Graduate student kicker Jesper Fredriksson 
added the extra point, giving the Pioneers a 
7-0 lead.
The Blue Devils answered right back with 
a 14 play, 64 yard drive that was capped off 
by a Joe Izzo 33 yard field goal, cutting the 
deficit to 7-3.
Central CT State then forced a three and 
out by Fink and the Pioneer offensive. The 
Blue Devils then went 81 yards in 19 plays, 
which led to a 20-yard touchdown run by 
Eric Richardson. Richardson ran over several 
Sacred Heart defenders before crossing the 
goal line. Izzo added the extra point giving the 
Blue Devils a 10-7 lead.
The Blue Devil’s offense kept their 
momentum going by scoring another touch­
down on their next possession. This touch­
down was scored on a reverse pass, which 
completely fooled the Pioneers defense. 
Richie Martin threw to a wide-open Devan 
Baker for a 39-yard touchdown completion. 
Izzo tacked on the extra point and that gave 
the Blue Devils a commanding 17-7 lead.
The Pioneers ended the first half strong 
with a touchdown of their own. Archer ran it 
in from one yard out with 49 seconds left in 
the half. Fredricksson booted the extra point, 
trimming the Blue Devil lead to 17-14 at the 
break.
At halftime the 2010 women’s lacrosse 
team was presented their championship rings. 
The team won the Northeast Conference for a 
third year in a row.
The third quarter was a defensive battle 
with no points being scored by either team.
On the Pioneers first possession of the 
fourth quarter they put together a 14 play, 
39 yard drive that set up a 35 yard field goal 
attempt by Fredricksson. Fredricksson’s kick 
sailed wide to the left, keeping the score at 
17-14.
Sacred Heart’s defense held their ground 
giving the ball back to their offense with 10:39 
on the clock, but the offense couldn’t do any­
thing and were forced to punt.
The Blue Devils then put the game out 
of reach with an 11 play, 71-yard drive that 
was capped off by a three-yard touchdown 
run by running back Everette Benjamin. With 
the extra point the Blue Devils now led 24-14,
which turned out to be the final score.
The Pioneers fought hard and hung tough 
the whole game, but they failed to score in the 
second half and in the end that is what hurt 
them the most.
In the second half the Pioneers struggled 
on third down, only converting one out of 
eight times.
Fink turned in another solid performance 
finishing the day, 20-34, 185 yards and a 
touchdown. He didn’t throw an interception.
Junior wide receiver Rich Rossi was 
Fink’s favorite target on the day. Rossi fin­
ished with eight receptions for 83 yards. He 
earned many key first downs throughout the 
game.
Archer finished the afternoon with 74 
yards on 20 carries, which included his touch­
down run.
Most of Archer’s damage was done in the 
first half and the Pioneers running game in 
the second half was almost non-existent. The 
Blue Devils only allowed 10 yards rushing in 
the second half.
The Pioneer’s defense had trouble con­
taining the Blue Devils running game. As a 
team they ran for 274 yards. Benjamin led the 
way with 127 of the 274.
“They have a lot of weapons on offense, 
they have a new defensive coordinator so they 
changed it up a little bit on defense,” said 
Archer.
Junior linebacker Chris Mandas was all 
over the field for the Pioneers. He finished 
with a game high 12 tackles.
The Pioneers will look to rebound, and 
earn their first conference win of the season 
when they travel to Bryant and take on the 
Bulldogs in a 1:00 kickoff this Saturday.
Stats courtesy of the Sacred Heart Athletic 
Department.
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A day in the life; Sacred Heart football
Liam Roecklein 
Asst. Sports Editor
Every morning, shortly after the 
sun rises, there are some Sacred Heart 
University student-athletes who begin 
their days working towards a weekly goal.
The athletes in this sport are unique 
because of the amount of hours they spend 
preparing to play each week.
“Football is a very difficult sport 
and you have to be very mentally tough 
in order to play the sport,” said senior 
linebacker Brian Flumere. “People don’t 
understand the amount of time that goes 
into football every single day. When we 
are in season we get up early for meetings 
and between classes and practice we don’t 
have that much time for ourselves.”
In order to complete a day in the 
life of a Sacred Heart football player, the 
player must be dedicated in their love for 
the sport, because it is most definitely a 
time-consuming activity.
“Every Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday, we watch film at 6:30 a.m.,” 
said senior quarterback Ray Sheehan. “The 
film session usually lasts about an hour 
and a half, and from their we go to class 
for a few hours. After that. I’ll head to 
the Pitt Center to get ready before we go 
to practice. After practice I’ll go to lift in 
the gym, and on some days I’ll have night 
classes to attend after the lift.”
Despite their seemingly full schedule^ 
most of the Pioneer footbalL,.^ayers will 
do anything extra injjrdbr to get an edge 
on their opnoaertL Often in their spare 
watch extra film or reading
scouting reports to optimize their time on 
the field.
Junior wide-receiver Sean Kessler 
believes that it is his extra effort that 
allows him to succeed.
“Personally I do a lot of research on 
my opponent on the team I’m facing in 
order to get an advantage,” said Kessler. 
“I’ll check their websites, read scouting 
reports, and watch extra film. I’ll do any­
thing to get an extra edge on Saturday.”
Saturday is game day for the Sacred 
Heart football team, and on that day there 
is most definitely an added intensity. 
Focus characterizes most of the players’ 
moods, as they get ready to take the field.
“Game day is a lot more tense atmo­
sphere. There’s not a lot of talking and 
there’s no joking around. Most of the play­
ers keep to themselves and listen to music 
while they get taped or stretched by the 
trainers before going on the field,” said 
Sheehan.
Regardless of the intense environ­
ment prior to the game, to be able to play 
on Saturday is the reward for the week’s 
preparation by the players.
“I love that football challenges you 
both physically and mentally on the field,” 
said Kessler. “Also, the satisfaction I get 
from playing at home on Saturday in front 
of a large crowd always brings out the best 
in me. But what I really enjoy is compet­
ing with my teammates, and when we win 
it makes all the effort worth it.”
However, in spite of all the joy that 
they receive from playing with their team­
mates, some football players dislike the 
reputation they have been given on the
New equestrian coach looks 
^"forward to first season at SHU
The Spectrum/Sean Elliott
Senior Brian Flumere (#31) goes in for a the sack on the Colonials quarterback.
Sacred Heart campus, and they are work­
ing hard to change that perception.
“I feel like a lot of people judge us and 
they don’t really know that we put a strong 
effort into going to class and being punc­
tual and staying out of trouble. My GPA is 
often better when I’m in season then when 
I’m not in season, so I believe that football 
actually allows me to do better in the class­
room,” said Kessler.
The “jock” persona is something 
several players take extreme offense to
because of the mental aspect of the game. 
They believe that football is a game for 
the intelligent despite its obvious physical 
nature.
“Some people might not think we’re 
the smartest people, but you have to know 
a lot to audible and check in games and 
practices,” said Flumere. “We work hard 
every day to make sure that we know 





The Sacred Heart athletic depart­
ment has added a new member to their 
athletic family. Last week, executive ath­
letic director Don Cook announced the 
hiring of a new equestrian coach. Tiffany 
Hajdasz.
Although this is her first official col­
legiate position she has 33 years of equine 
experience as well as 16 years of coaching 
experience.
“So far it is what I have expected. 
It has been enlightening, amazing and 
eventful. I am looking forward to work­
ing with everyone on the team and seeing 
their progress throughout the year,” said 
Hajdasz.
Hajdasz has a passion for coaching 
and teaching.
“I love the one-on-one time I get to 
spend with each rider. I love getting to 
see each one of them progress as a rider,” 
said Hajdasz.
In 2008, she guided her students to 
the CHJA Career Achievement Award 
and the Champion (Pony Medal) in 
the M&S League-National Finals. In 
2007 she coached the fifth place rider 
(Children’s Hunter Horse) in the M&S 
League-National Finals and the Resever 
Champion (Children’s Hunter Horse).
Hajdasz coached her students to a 
fourth and 11th place finish at the lEA 
National finals during the 2009-10 sea­
son. She also led her students to the 2009 
Rhode Island Mini-Medal Championship 
and the Reserve Championships and an 
M&S League-National Finals top-10 fin­
ish.
To have the experience to be suc­
cessful as a coach, and she has the riders
The Spectrum/Andrew Orlandi
Teammates Molly-Kate Carven and 
Julie Law pose with Coach Hajdasz.
excited for the upcoming season.
“She is very knowledgeable and skill­
ful and wants to win,” said junior Nicole 
D’Agostino.
Sophomore Molly-Kate Carven 
agrees with D’Agostino.
“[Hajdasz] is phenomenal. She is 
very enthusiastic and has a lot of drive to 
win,” said Carven.
Both the team and Hajdasz have set 
high goals for the upcoming season.
“My goal for the team this year is 
to qualify for the IHSA regional’s,” said 
Hajdasz.
Carven has high hopes for the team 
as well.
“As far as the season goes, I think 
this will be a real building season with 
hopes of being contenders for IHSA team 
nationals,” said Carven.
The team said that they cannot wait 
to get the competition season underway.
“We are getting better everyday we 
practice. [Hajdasz] has the knowledge 
to lead us to a successful season,” said 
D’Agostino.
Sacred Heart will be hosting their 
home IHSA on Sunday, Oct. 17 at River’s 
Edge Farm in Bethany, Connecticut,
Cutting Edge Of 
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Week four: the best and worst of the NFL
Liam Roecklein 
Asst. Sports Editor
Week four of the 2010 NFL season 
has come and gone, and there were plenty 
of close games and great performances. 
There were also some games of the other 
variety with some big names having rough 
weeks.
Best Game: The Baltimore Ravens over 
The Pittsburgh Steelers
Despite starting the season without 
their franchise quarterback, the Steelers 
jumped out to a surprising 3-0 start go­
ing into their week four game versus the 
Ravens.
The game was a nail-biter from the 
start to the finish, and the Steelers were in 
control for most of the contest. Late in the 
fourth quarter, the Steelers were leading 
14-10 with the Ravens driving towards 
their end zone.
But after a four-play goal line stand, 
the Steelers were able to hold on to the 
lead with just minutes remaining.
However, after the Steelers’ offense 
stalled and was forced to punt, the Ravens 
began driving again. Raven’s quarter­
back, Joe Flacco, led the Ravens down 
the field on a 40 yard drive concluding 
with a touchdown pass to wide receiver TJ 
Houshmanzadeh with 32 seconds remain­
ing.
The Steelers were unable to do 
anything with the few seconds remaining 
and received their first loss of the season. 
Although many Steelers’ fans are ecstatic 
to have started the season 3-1, there ^e 
going to be a few that are disappointeJ 
with a loss to a divisional rival.
Worst Game: The New York Giants 
over The Chicago Bears
The Sunday night football matchup 
between two old-time foes had all the 
makings of a great game, but the contest 
between the Giants and the Bears was 
characterized by defensive prowess and 
turnovers.
This game was football at its ugliest, 
with few remarkable plays besides the 
10 sacks on the Bears’ quarterback Jay 
Cutler. The Giants’ defense was relent­
less with their pursuit of the quarterback 
forcing three fumbles and finally forcing 
Cutler out with a concussion.
The game came mercifully to an end 
with the Giants’ winning 17-3 with the 
touchdowns coming on rushes from the 
Giants’ Brandon Jacobs and Ahmad Brad­
shaw. New York fans will most definitely 
be happy to be back to their winning 
ways, but this was by no means a glamor­
ous game.
Best Player Performance: LaDainian 
Tomlinson, New York Jets
After the past several years of me­
diocre performances, many people in the 
press had written LaDainian Tomlinson 
as a washed-up running back who would 
never produce in the NFL again. Tomlin­
son proved them all wrong this Sunday 
rushing for 133 yards on 19 carries.
The 31-year-old veteran ran with the 
vigor of a much younger man, scoring two 
touchdowns and breaking long run after 
long run. Tomlinson was the spark for the 
Jets’ offense, leading them to a 38-14 win 
over the Buffalo Bills.
Obviously a new team, coach, and 
sy^em have proved beneficial For Torn- 
linson who has replaced Shonn Green
as the Jets’ primary running back. The 
win improves the Jets to a 3-1 record and 
Tomlinson’s individual performance has 
many Jets’ fans dreaming of the Super 
Bowl.
Worst Player Performance: Jay Cutler, 
Chicago Bears
It’s hard to believe that Jay Cutler is 
being criticized this week after his great 
performance in last week’s game versus 
the Packers on Monday Night Football. 
But this week Cutler was a totally differ­
ent person - going eight for 11 with an in­
terception, yielding a measly quarterback 
rating of 40.7.
Cutler could not seem to get the 
Bears’ offense rolling, constantly on the 
run from a Giants’ pass rush that harassed 
him at any point. Cutler was forced from 
the game after he suffered a concussion at 
the hands of one of the many Giant sacks, 
finally ending a night that saw the Bears 
score only three points.
Biggest Upset: The Jacksonville Jag­
uars over The Indianapolis Colts
The Indianapolis Colts headed into 
week four riding a two-game winning 
streak in which their offense was run­
ning on all cylinders. Their AFC South 
divisional rivals, the Jacksonville Jaguars, 
meant to stop the Colts’ roll this week by 
forcing as many turnovers as possible.
Colts’ quarterback Peyton Manning 
did all he could to win the game throwing 
for 352 yards, two touchdowns, and an 
interception. However, two turnovers in 
the red zone allowed the Jaguars to stay 
ahead of the Colts for most of the game, 
and with 48 seconds left on the clock the 
Jaguars began an attempt at a late-game
drive.
Jaguars’ quarterback David Garrard 
led his offense down the field on a 36- 
yard drive that led to an extremely long 
59-yard field goal attempt. Jaguars’ kicker 
Josh Scobee kicked the ball through the 
uprights as time expired thrashing the 
Colts’ dream for a win.
Peyton Manning and the Colts’ are in 
a rare position at this point in the season, 
posting a disappointing 2-2 record in a 
stronger than normal AFC South division. 
Could this be the year that the Colt’s fi­
nally miss the playoffs after eight straight 
appearances?
What to look for in Week 5:
The conclusion of Week 4 in the NFL 
brings to an end the first quarter of the 
season, and this signals the return of many 
prominent players who were suspended. 
Steelers’ quarterback Ben Roethlisberger, 
Jets’ wide receiver Santonio Holmes, and 
Texans’ linebacker Brian Cushing are 
just a few of the players who will soon be 
starting their seasons in Week 5.
Will the Chiefs continue their hot 
start and stay unbeaten? How will Brett 
Favre and the Vikings fare when Favre 
makes his return to the Meadowlands on 
Monday Night Football? How will the 
Eagles deal with the injury to Michael 
Vick when they take on the 49ers on 
Sunday Night Football? Will the dreadful 
Buffalo Bills get their first win of the 2010 
season when they host Jacksonville?
All of these questions and more will 
be answered starting Sunday, Oct. 10 at 1 
p.m.
Men’s golf takes fifth at MacDonald Cup
Women earn a first place finish at EC AC Championship
A1 Malafronte 
Staff Reporter
The golf course at Yale may belong to 
the neighboring Yale University Bulldogs, 
but that didn’t stop the Sacred Heart 
University Pioneers from feeling right at 
home during the MacDonald Cup.
A two-day tournament, which began 
on Saturday, Oct. 2, and led into Sunday, 
Oct. 3, illustrated a prime example of the 
consistency that has marked the Pioneers’ 
season on the links. Finishing in a fifth 
place tie out of the 15 competing schools, 
the team has placed fifth or better in three 
of its four tournaments this season.
The Pioneers broke onto the links 
motivated, shooting just four-over-par on 
the first day, trailing only the St. John’s 
University Red Storm by four strokes.
Chris Katzmann, the co-producer and 
guest analyst of WHRT Radio’s sports 
talk show ‘Sunday Sports’, caught the two 
days of action, and said he was more than 
impressed with the Pioneers’ play.
“It seems like every time they teed off 
that they were placing the ball perfectly on 
the green,’’ Katzmann said. “They looked 
right on the money with almost every 
stroke, and that translated to where they 
were in the standings at the end of that 
first day.”
Junior Joseph Serrantino shooting a 
68 for a two-under-par performance in the 
first match on Saturday. By Sunday’s end, 
Serrantino finished seventh place overall 
in the tournament, just six strokes behind 
Central Connecticut State University’s
Kevin Josephson. Josephson paced all 
golfers by shooting a 136, as his four- 
under-par performance pushed Central 
Connecticut into a fourth place team fin­
ish.
The Pioneers did not shoot as well on 
day two, as their 303 strokes moved them 
from second to a tie for fifth place with 
Dartmouth College. However, many of the 
Pioneers had commendable performances 
on the course.
Junior Leo Garcia finished 12th in the 
tournament, and Josh Salah finished 25th, 
out of the 74 participating golfers.
It was St. John’s University, however, 
that ended the course by storm. The Red 
Storm won the team title with a score of 
565, which was good for five-over-par on 
the 6,766 yard course. This tally blew out 
the score of the second place Bulldogs by 
15 strokes, as the Red Storm finished the 
tournament with three players in the top 
ten for individual play, including senior 
Evan Beime. A two-day, two-under-par 
{jerformance by Beime led the Red Storm 
to their second tournament victory in as 
many weeks.
The Pioneers move onto their next 
match, the Connecticut Cup, beginning 
Monday, Oct. 11 at the Ellington Ridge 
Country Club in Ellington, Conn. The 
Pioneers hope they can put on a strong 
showing in the tournament, as it will be 
the last played in their friendly confines of 
Connecticut.
“You’re talking about guys going out 
there on some of the coldest days we’ve 
had around here in a while,” Katzmann
said. “The way Sacred Heart went out 
there and pretty much dominated most 
teams on the first day, and to come back 
fighting through the cold again on that 
second day; I give them a lot of credit. 
I’m sure they can take a lot of positives 
from this one, and carry it over to the 
Connecticut Cup.”
The Sacred Heart women’s golf team 
won the ECAC Golf Championship over 
this past weekend at the Twisted Dune 
Golf Club in Egg Harbor, NJ. The Pioneers 
finished with a two-day total of 478, just 
edging Fairleigh Dickinson by two strokes.
The tournament was cut short due to 
the inclement weather. The ECAC called 
play half way through the second round. 
All the players completed nine holes on 
Monday, so the tournament was shortened 
to only 27 holes instead of 36.
Junior Carly Bergin led the Pioneers 
with a two-day total of 114. Her third place 
individual finish earned her a spot on the 
ECAC All-Toumament Team. After day 
one Bergin was tied for second after firing 
a two-over 74.
The Pioneers as a team were in second 
after the first day, one stroke behind FDU. 
They came together and rallied Monday to 
earn their two-stroke win.
This upcoming weekend the team will 
return to action competing in the Rutgers 
Invitational. Sacred Heart will host the 
Sacred Heart Fall Classic October 23-25.
Individual Results in the 
MacDonald Cup
T-7 Joseph Serrantino +2 142' 
!-12 Leo Garda +4 144 
T-25 Josh Salah +8 148 
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Men's s R WINS TWO OVER THE WEEKEND
Whitney Hughes 
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University men’s 
soccer team began the month of October 
strong with two victories in conference 
play. The first win came in overtime 
against Long Island University, 3-2. They 
followed that up two days later by shutting 
out St. Francis of New York 2-0.
“It was a really good weekend for us. 
Our main focus since day one has been 
conference, and to come away with six 
points in the first two conference games 
is huge for us,” said junior goalkeeper, 
Alex Fait.
The victory over Long Island 
University came as a result of the men’s 
fourth overtime game this season. The 
win improved Sacred Heart’s record to 6-2 
overall and 1-0 in the conference.
The Pioneers began the game strong 
with a quick goal. Sophomore forward 
Brian Francolini touched the ball ahead 
to his senior captain Lusiano Dadario, 
who was able to find the back of the net. 
Dadario, a midfielder, was able to control 
the ball from Francolini and net his first 
goal of the season.
However, Sacred Heart’s lead did not
last long. An LIU midfielder received the 
ball at the top of the 18 and took a shot that 
reflected off of a Sacred Heart defender. 
The tying goal was credited to the Long 
Island player despite the Sacred Heart 
defensive deflection.
Within four minutes of their first goal. 
Long Island struck again. The shot was 
taken from outside of the 18 and passed 
Sacred Heart’s junior goalkeeper, Alex 
Fait, giving Long Island a 2-1 lead.
Sacred Heart continued to battle and 
with six minutes left in the game, their 
efforts paid off. Graduate student Patrick 
I>aka stole the ball from the Long Island 
defender and struck a strong ball to the 
lower left comer of the net and tied the 
game at two.
Daka’s goal sent the game into over­
time. Within three minutes of the whistle 
blowing for overtime to begin. Sacred 
Heart secured their first victory of the 
weekend. Senior midfielder and captain 
Mario Mililli scored the winning goal for 
the Pioneers.
The Pioneer’s followed the overtime 
win by shut out St. Francis of New York 
for their third straight win. Goalkeeper 
Alex Fait earned the shutout, while only 
having to make two saves on the day.
Sacred Heart’s first goal came in the
29th minute from Francolini, who scored 
his third goal of the season. Daka assisted 
Francolini’s goal.
The second goal of the match was 
in the 77th min-^^[|||H|||||ku t e 
from freshman 
fielder Konstantino 
Dekaneas. The goal 
was unassisted and 
marked Dekaneas’ 
first collegiate point.
“Everyone has been 
working hard, individually and as 
a team. We got some big plays 
from some key players, and the 
result is a 2-0 record to start confer 
ence play. Hopefully we can keep the 
momentum into next weekend,” said 
Fait.
The Pioneers continue their con­
ference play next week at Mount St. 
Mary’s University on Friday, Oct. 8 
and at Monmouth University on Sunday, 
Oct. 10.
Monmouth University is ranked 
fourth in the NSCAA national top-25 poll 
as of Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Stats courtesy of Sacred Heart Athletic 
Department.
The Spectrum/Sean Elliott
Senior defenseman Aaron Kiely goes 
up for a header during last weekends 
game.
The Spectruip/Sean Elliott
Freshman midfielder Konstantino Dekaneas (#23) juggles the ball past St. 
Francis (NY) during Sunday’s matchup. Dekaneas went on to score a goal in . 
the 77th minute, netting his first collegiate point.
Men’s hockey comes in with 
a bang at preseason opener
Erin Burke 
Staff Reporter
As the final buzzer sounded Saturday 
night, the Sacred Heart University Pioneers 
men’s ice hockey team cleared their bench 
to meet senior goaltender, Olivier St. Onge 
in celebration of their pre-season 5-3 victory 
against the St. Thomas Tommies of New 
Brunswick.
Senior assistant captain, Evan ‘Chip’ 
Mladenoff said he was happy with how his 
team played their first game.
“We got offense from many different 
players, and played well defensively,” said 
Mladenoff.
Mladenoff was right, as Sacred Heart 
was an offensive powerhouse from the drop 
of the puck, out shooting St. Thomas 49-24.
The Pioneers started off with a goal 
from freshman Dom Jancaterino less than 
half way through the first period. However, 
after taking a penalty, St. Thomas tied up the 
game with a power play goal.
The second period was where Sacred 
Heart began to pull away. Junior, Matt 
Gingera scored just two minutes into the 
period, giving the Pioneers a 2-1 lead.
Another pair of freshmen added to the 
scoring as Tye Lewis tipped Neil Frachini’s 
shot from the point past St. Thomas’s goalie 
with just over four minutes left in the period.
The two second period goals gave the 
Pioneers a 3-1 lead going into the third 
period.
With a commanding 3-1 lead, the 
Pioneers started the third period on the 
power play. Senior captain Pat Knowlton, 
netted the fourth Sacred Heart goal on the 
power play with a pass from sophomore Ben 
Ketchum.
Mladenoff deflected a wrist shot from 
sophomore Alex Stuart for Sacred Heart’s 
final goal, giving the Pioneers a 5-1 lead at 
the time.
St. Thomas did not go down without a 
fight, scoring a pair to cut their defcit from 
four to two.
However, Sacred Heart was able to hold
strong and keep the lead for the win.
Sophomore Steven Legatto and St. 
Onge shared the time in net. Thirteen saves 
from Legatto and eight from St. Onge bring 
the goalies to a total of 21 saves.
Despite this being the only pre-season 
match up before the Pioneer’s start up their 
official season, Mladenoff said that he is 
hopeful for his team’s future on the ice.
“We still have things to work on this 
week before our first games against Union, 
but the win was a positive start to the sea­
son,” said Mladenoff.
The game, which took place at the 
Milford Ice Pavilion, was the first home 
game for the Pioneers.
Junior Kate Boyd was among the many 
Sacred Heart students who attended the 
game.
“I’m really excited about the rest of the 
season,” said Boyd. “The team looks good 
this year and there should be some pretty 
exciting games during the rest season.”
Next weekend. Sacred Heart opens 
their 2010-2011 season on the road in a 
double header against Union College in 
Schenectady, New York on Friday, Oct. 8 
and Saturday, Oct. 9.
They will return to the Milford Ice 
Pavilion for their home opener against 
Canisius College on Friday, Oct. 22.
One key game to look out for this year 
is on Feb. 13, when the Pioneers take on 
UConn at Rentschler Field in Hartford. This 
outdoor contest is part of “Whalers Hockey 
Fest”.
Another key matchup is versus 
Rochester Institute of Technology, Nov. 26 
and 27. Sacred Heart fell to RIT 6-1 in the 
Atlantic Hockey Championship last winter 
with a birth in the NCAA Tournament on the 
line. RIT later advanced to the Frozen Four.
The Pioneers were picked seventh in the 
preseason AHA poll, and will look to take 
the conference by surprise this season.
Stats Courtesy of Sacred Heart Athletic 
Department.
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Senior midfielder Mario Mililli (#16) dribbles die ball upfield during last weeks game versus Long Island University last Friday.
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